
RDOGE Player Rewards Program Beta

In addition to the 7% BNB rewards earned from being a holder, you can now earn
additional rewards from playing! Rewards will be in the form of freeroll access,
unlocking special promotions and DOGEBones which you can redeem to pad
your bankrolls with some more RDOGE.

Levels - Play More, Earn More!

The Beta program is structured with 20 levels, allowing players to earn their way
to better and better reward rates. Below are the 20 different levels and benefits:



DOGEBones: the heart and soul of the program. DOGEBones mark your
progress in climbing rewards levels and are also the currency you use to trade in
for RDOGE (and other things to come!). The exchange rate of DOGEBones to
RDOGE increases as a player levels up, ultimately letting them achieve over
50%+ cash back!

Currently, you’ll receive 1 DOGEBone for every 1 RDOGE in rake you pay, by the
weighted-contributed method (this may change as the beta progresses).

Freerolls: in addition to freerolls open to everyone, there will be weekly, monthly,
quarterly and annual freerolls open exclusively to players who have achieved a
high enough level. Once unlocked, you have access to these freerolls for life!

Monthly Promotions: in addition to the above, players who have reached a high
enough level are eligible to participate in monthly promotions. These may be as
simple as a leaderboard to earn the most DOGEBones in a month, or they could
be a little more complex and demanding - stay tuned for more details!

Affiliates: to help motivate influencers and players to spread the word, we’ll be
rewarding affiliates who refer players to RDOGE. Affiliates will earn 10% of their
referrals’ lifetime rake, deposited as RDOGE into their wallets with no further
action required. In beta, the affiliate approval process will be manual; stay tuned
for more information on how to apply when the program launches!


